Modeling of pan coating processes: Prediction of tablet content uniformity and determination of critical process parameters.
We developed an engineering model for predicting the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) content uniformity (CU) for a drug product in which the active is coated onto a core. The model is based on a two-zone mechanistic description of the spray coating process in a perforated coating pan. The relative standard deviation (RSD) of the API CU of the coated tablets was found to be inversely proportional to the square root of the total number of cycles between the spray zone and drying zone that the tablets undergo. The total number of cycles is a function of the number of tablets in the drying zone, the spray zone width, the tablet velocity, the tablet number density, and the total coating time. The sensitivity of the RSD to various critical coating process parameters, such as pan speed, pan load, spray zone width, as well as tablet size and shape was evaluated. Consequently, the critical coating process parameters needed to achieve the desired API CU were determined. Several active film coating experiments at 50, 200, and 400 kg using various pan coaters demonstrated that good correlation between the model predictions and the experimental results for the API CU was achieved.